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JT-60SA will be a large device with a plasma volume 50 % larger than JET, and up to 34 MW

of NBI heating power. High-performance deuterium plasmas in planned operating scenarios are

expected to produce neutron rates in excess of 1017 n/s. The NBI heating includes 24 MW of

85 keV positive neutral beams (PNB) and 10 MW of negative neutral beams (NNB) with up to

500 keV energy [1]. A significant fraction of the fusion reactions is expected to be produced by

the fast NBI ions reacting with the thermal bulk plasma, in particular due to the NNB ions for

which the D-D fusion cross section is significantly higher compared to the PNB ions [2].

Tritons produced in the D-D reactions will have a Larmor radius similar to that of D-T alphas.

Studying their confinement will help improve the predictability of alpha particle behaviour in

view of ITER and DEMO. Furthermore, the 14 MeV neutrons produced in D-T reactions during

the slowing-down of the 1 MeV tritons could be used to diagnose the transport of the tritons

similar to experiments performed on JT-60U [3].

In this contribution we present studies for fusion products in JT-60SA. The ASCOT-AFSI

fusion product workflow, recently developed at JET [4, 5], is applied to the main operating

scenarios planned for JT-60SA and predictions are given for the neutron sources as well as

triton confinement and burn-up.

The ASCOT-AFSI fusion product workflow

The fusion products are simulated with the calculation chain of BBNBI [6], ASCOT [7] and

AFSI [8] codes (Figure 1). The beamlet-based Monte Carlo NBI code BBNBI was used to cal-

culate the fast ion source from the 85 keV PNB and 500 keV NNB injectors. After this, the

Monte Carlo orbit-following code ASCOT was used to solve the 4D slowing-down distribution

function of the reactants in an axisymmetric magnetic field. The ASCOT fusion source inte-

grator AFSI was used to calculate the resulting fusion product distributions for thermonuclear,

beam-thermal and beam-beam reactions using the 4D distribution functions.

The D-D tritons could then be investigated further with another ASCOT simulation to solve
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Figure 1: The ASCOT-AFSI fusion product calculation chain.

their slowing-down distribution and losses. The triton distribution was used in another AFSI

calculation to produce the 14 MeV neutron source due to the triton burn-up. Furthermore, the

neutron sources could be coupled to synthetic neutron diagnostics, including neutron cameras

and neutron spectrometers, or neutron transport simulations with Monte Carlo neutronics codes

such as Serpent.

Neutron sources in JT-60SA operating scenarios

Neutron sources were calculated for all main operating scenarios planned for JT-60SA, rang-

ing from the baseline-type scenarios #2 and #3 to the hybrid-type scenario #4 and the advanced

scenario #5 (Figure 2) [9]. In all scenarios, the neutron sources are dominated by beam-thermal

neutrons, of which up to 80 % are produced by the NNB ions (Figure 3). As expected, the

spectra for the NNB beam-thermal neutrons is wider by a factor of 2-3 compared to the PNB

neutrons (Figure 4). Approximately 2-3 % of the total neutron rate are 14 MeV neutrons due to

the triton burn-up.

The largest differences are observed between scenarios #2 and #5. In scenario #5, the fraction

of thermonuclear neutrons is significantly smaller due to the lower temperature and density.

Figure 2: Kinetic profiles for the baseline scenario #2 and the advanced scenario #5. [9]
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Figure 3: Thermonuclear, NBI and triton

burn-up neutron source rates in main sce-

narios. Largest differences are observed

between scenarios #2 and #5.

Figure 4: Volume-averaged spectra for 85

keV PNB and 500 keV NNB beam-thermal

neutrons.

Because of the lower density, the beams also penetrate deeper into the plasma and the neutron

source profile is more peaked compared to scenario #2 (Figure 5). In both cases, the dominant

contribution due to the off-axis-injected NNB ions is apparent.

Triton confinement and burn-up

As the Larmor radii and orbit width of 1 MeV DD tritons and 3.5 MeV DT alphas are similar,

their neoclassical transport and resulting fast ion losses are also expected to be similar. Thus,

the tritons can be used as proxies for fusion alpha particles in confinement studies. The higher

current and toroidal field in scenario #2 reduce the triton losses by approximately an order of

magnitude compared to scenario #5.

Comparing the neutron source profiles for the 2.5 MeV and 14 MeV neutrons can yield

additional insight to the triton transport. The 2.5 MeV source corresponds to the DD reaction

rate and, thus, closely approximates the triton source profile. The 14 MeV neutron rate, on the

other hand, implicitly describes the slowing-down distribution of the tritons. Both in scenario

#2 and #5, the 14 MeV profile is significantly more peaked because of redistribution due to the

finite orbit width of the tritons (Figure 6). Additionally, reduction in the source rate due to the

prompt triton losses can be seen near the edge of the plasma.

Conclusion

With the greater neutron fluxes and higher beam energies, the JT-60SA will present new

opportunities for fast ion studies using neutron diagnostics. The machine is planned to include

both a neutron profile monitor as well as a neutron spectrometer, which together with detailed
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Figure 5: DD neutron source profiles for scenarios #2 (left)

and #5 (right).

Figure 6: Total neutron source

profiles for 2.5 MeV and 14

MeV neutrons.

modelling and synthetic diagnostics can be used to gain new insight into fast ion transport

mechanisms. Further predictive studies with the ASCOT-AFSI fusion product calculation chain,

with the inclusion of additional physics mechanisms such as toroidal field ripple and MHD

induced transport, can be used to prepare for fast ion studies in upcoming JT-60SA experiments.
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